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 NOTES ON THE AGINCOURT ROLL
 By J. HAMILTON WYLIE, M.A., D.Litt., F.R.Hist.S.
 Read April 27, 1911.
 IF anyone were to ask where he ought to look for the Roll
 of Agincourt he would probably be told that he would find
 it in the 'History of the Battle,' published by Sir Harris
 Nicolas in 1827, in which there are seventy-two pages of
 printed matter containing 'the names of the Dukes, Earls,
 Barons, Knights, Esquires, Servitours and others that wer
 withe the Excellent Prince King Henry the Fifte at the
 Battell of Agincourt'; and if he wanted to know (as
 which of us would not ?) whether one of his ancestors
 took part in the fight he would look through that list
 and if he found the name he would probably say, 'It's
 all right, he was there !' but if he didn't he might say,
 'Rubbish ! You mustn't expect me to be convinced by
 such a mass of confusion as that !' Such a man's diffi-
 culty is the one that I want this learned society to look
 into this afternoon, and in venturing to set before you
 the dry bones of the skeleton of what is really a very
 complicated question I need not say that I am here to-day
 with the very greatest diffidence, for I expect that there
 are many experts present who will say of the contents of my
 paper that 'that which is true is not new and-' you know
 the other half of the epigram. I speak, therefore, under a
 natural feeling of stage fright such as seized upon Henry
 Buckle when he first faced a Royal Institution audience and
 felt inclined at the beginning to run away there and then,
 though I cannot venture to hope for the success he achieved
 before he sat down at the end. At the risk, however, of
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 wandering among platitudes, I will, if you please, assume
 conventionally that some at least in this audience may be as
 ignorant of the main features of my problem as I was
 myself when I attempted to look into it several years ago.
 I was then seeking for such first-hand evidence as might
 still exist for the details of the campaign that ended with
 the great battle of St. Crispin's Day and whether there was
 any hope of getting on to firm ground in dealing with the
 conflicting statements as to the numbers and composition
 of the force with which Henry V set sail from Southampton
 in August 1415 and ten weeks later fought the wonderful
 fight that had such far-reaching effects on the course of the
 history, not only of our own country and of France, but
 on that of the whole of Western Europe.
 Now in regard to the composition of the force it is
 necessary to point out that we have reached a time at
 which the old feudal tie of military service between lord
 and vassal had completely broken down, at least as regards
 expeditions over sea. For such campaigns the limit of
 forty days of obligatory service between the sowing and the
 mowing had proved an altogether impossible condition and
 had been replaced by what is known as the system of in-
 dentures under which each captain entered into a voluntary
 contract with the king to bring into the field a certain
 number of men of his own choosing and keep them efficiently
 provided with arms, horses and food, the king on his side
 undertaking to find shipping for them across and back and
 pay their wages quarterly according to a recognised scale
 varying with the rank and status of each of the fighting
 units whether as men-of-arms or archers. On an appointed
 day the captain presented himself with his retinue at the
 port of departure, bringing with him a list recording each
 man's individual name. Here he was met by an official from
 the Exchequer who verified the names and numbers of the
 men, and their wages began from the day on which this
 monstratio or muster had been satisfactorily passed.
 Here, then, we have our first step in documentary evidence,
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 viz. the Indenture of Service specifying the total number of
 men of each arm the captain undertook to provide-which
 I shall henceforward call his indenture, and the list of the
 men's names-hereafter to be called his muster. These
 documents, with others, were retained and filed in the
 Exchequer at Westminster, and it may be taken as a cer-
 tainty that duplicates were kept by the captain to be
 checked and corrected up to date at the end of each quarter,
 when fresh wages were claimable.
 What then, we may ask, has become of all these numerous
 documents? The indentures, loaded with their legal
 verbiage, being on parchment had the better chance of
 surviving, while the musters, which contained by far the
 greater amount of human interest, varying in contents from
 three or four names up to something near Iooo, were often
 written on frail slips of paper which would be far more
 perishable and far less fitted to face the struggle for existence.
 Of the copies retained in private hands I have not seen a
 single one, but it is possible that some may still survive.
 If so, this afternoon will have been well spent if such publicity
 as our discussion may attract should result in the unearthing
 of any that may still be lurking unsuspected in private
 collections. One such indenture, viz., that of James Haring-
 ton, is said to be still in the possession of Lord Lilford, but,
 beyond a reference to it by a Lancashire antiquary' in 1878,
 I have not come upon any further notice of it. Neither
 have I yet looked through the volumes published by the
 Historical MSS. Commission, where some references might
 be discovered to reward the search. But those documents
 that were kept in the Exchequer have had a far better
 chance, and may now claim our attention. In the Ex-
 chequer each man's indenture together with any other
 documents relating to his case appears to have been kept
 in a separate pouch or bag, endorsed on the outside with his
 1 Beamont, Warrington Church Notes, i. 232, where Harington's
 name is written over an erasure.
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 name, but although 632 of these pouches were purchased
 in 1416 only 18 of them appear to be now remaining. They
 are supposed to have been hung round the walls for ready
 reference, but this method is certainly not an ideal one;
 for when the documents have been taken out it is often
 difficult to cram them in again owing to the awkwardness
 of the pouches' necks.
 Large numbers of these indentures were signed on
 April 29, 1415, and may still be seen in the Public Record
 Office, where they are catalogued as 'Exchequer Accounts '
 under the subheading 'Army.' When I went through them
 years ago the catalogue was in MS., but I take this oppor-
 tunity of expressing my delight at hearing that it is soon to
 appear in printed form and its contents will consequently
 be much more widely known. A few of these documents
 (i.e. indentures only) appear in full in the ninth volume of
 Rymer's ' Foedera,' where there is no clue to their habitat
 save a side note that they are Penes cler. Pell., but to be
 vaguely told that certain documents are in the possession
 of the clerk of the Pells is not much of a guide to the re-
 searcher. But Rymer examined a far larger number of
 these indentures than he actually printed and the evidence
 of this will be found in one of the volumes containing his
 transcripts, the publication of which was sanctioned by the
 House of Commons in 18oo, but remains alas! unaccomplished
 to the present day. In these unpublished extracts he gave
 up his first ponderous plan of transcribing the whole inden-
 ture in extenso, but commissioned someone to pick out the
 name of each captain with the number of his retinue.
 His next step was to have these names tabulated in alpha-
 betical order with the numbers in separate columns, and
 there they are, written in a neat professional hand very
 different from his own ragged scrawl, the whole being
 described as 'The Retinue of Henry V on his first voyage,
 3 H. V.' In this form they were printed verbatim by
 Nicolas in 1827, who does not seem to have taken any special
 pains to verify them by reference to the originals or to
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 make the necessary correction of such errors' as are here
 and there to be found in the transcripts. Rymer, indeed, had
 given no indication as to the sources of his information
 except that he had taken them ex bundellis diversorum
 temporum, but in Nicolas' day these 'bundles' of inden-
 tures appear to have quite gone under and it was not till
 1850 that they were again systematically examined by
 a record expert, Rev. Joseph Hunter, the historian of
 Hallamshire, who found them 'deeply buried in the un-
 known masses of the national records' and as he says
 'lately brought by me to light.' 2 They are still officially
 catalogued as 'bundles,' though I am glad to say they are
 now no longer bundled in reality.
 The volume that contains this 'Retinue of Henry V,' as
 Rymer called it, is still among the Additional Manuscripts
 in the British Museum where it is catalogued as ' Sloane
 MS.' 4600, but by a strange perversity it has frequently
 been referred to as 'MS. Donat.' which is a pitfall for the
 researcher who at the first approach might think, as I did,
 that it had something to do with Donatus, the Grammarian,
 until he discovers that this title only stands for manu-
 scriptum donativum, indicating that it is one of those MSS.
 that were given to (not bought by) the Trustees of the
 British Museum.
 But a further fatality seems to have clung to this parti-
 cular 'donative,' for though it is numbered 4600oo, Nicolas,
 who took his list from it, unluckily transposed the first two
 figures and quoted it not as 4600 but 6400, though in one
 place he gives the proper figure in a footnote--and though
 he published a second edition of his book in 1832 he did
 not correct his first mistake, with the result that this
 unhappy' 6400' still keeps turning up, not only in French
 1 E.g. Robert Umfraville (20 + 40) though the original indenture is
 dated Nov. 17, 1413, and does not therefore refer to this campaign; John
 Norreys, captain of Conway (not Cournay), which refers to Sept. 24,
 1413, and Gilbert Umfraville (20 + 90) should be 30 + go.
 2 Hunter, p. 2.
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 writers,' who confessedly reproduce Nicolas but in English
 treatises, published within much nearer hail of the donative
 itself. Having found the volume, we shall see that Rymer
 not only tabulated the numbers, but took the trouble to have
 them cast up, showing a total of 10,533 men, of whom 2536
 were men of arms (or lances), 7899 archers (both mounted
 and a-foot) and 98 arblasters (or cross-bowmen). Where
 he got this last item from I do not know, and I plead guilty
 to not having verified his addition sum, but I have com-
 pared the printed results in Nicolas (pp. 373-389) with
 a roll of II membranes now in the Public Record Office
 (' Exch. Accts.' 45/5) which was compiled by John Burgh,
 Clerk to Roger Leche the Treasurer of England, and was
 presented by him in the Exchequer on November 24,
 1416, pro execucione inde ad opus regis faciendd, doubtless
 in connection with claims for wages for the second quarter.
 This roll contains extracts from the Issue Roll of payments
 from the Exchequer, entered on Thursday, June 6, 1415,
 to each commander in accordance with his indentures. I
 have also compared the figures with ' Exch. Accts.' 45/20,
 21, 22, which contain over 100 indentures of jewels
 drawn up in June or July 1415, on which the number
 of each man's retinue is again given, and as a result
 of these comparisons I find that Rymer's figures in 'Sloane
 MS.' 4600 are on the whole entirely confirmed though
 there are some discrepancies here and there both in the
 numbers of the retinues and the spelling of the captains'
 names (e.g. Alderwych2 v. Alderworth, Peryan v. Peryent,
 Muntenay 8 v. Mountenay). Moreover the roll (45/5) contains
 a few names as signing indentures, which are not found
 in 'Sloane MS.' 4600, e.g. Roger Assent, Thomas Ernesby,
 Roger Martyn, John Base, John Compton, William Clark,
 and William Starkey, all with small retinues. William Lee,
 1 E.g. Belleval, 354-365, including Nicolas' mistakes.
 2Also in Exch. Accts. 44/30 (4).
 3 With 5 archers though only 3 in 45/24, 46/18,. g where their names
 are given.
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 King's sergeant-at-arms (2 archers), John Merbury (zo + 500
 Welshmen) appears in 'Exch. Accts.' 46/20, Thomas
 Flaundres and John Sagere (each with 3 archers) in 45/18,
 and John Prentys, Thomas Walbere and William Bonetemps
 (I archer each) in 46/22. Also in 45/5 individual archers,
 e.g. Richard Shore (m. 3), or groups of archers and varlets
 ranging from 4 up to 12 (mm. 5, 6, 7 and passim) enter
 into indentures with the Treasurer on their own account;
 one of these groups of 12 including William Shorne (cf.
 Rymer, iv. 240).
 Nicholas Stoanchard with ii (? 34) valett' is on the
 list of the sick in ' Exch. Accts.' 45/1; Nicholas Longford,
 knight, brings 50 archers in 46/35 and is on Brook's list
 as with 3 lances, though he himself is dead.
 Also in the list of 22 knights left at Harfleur in garrison
 (' Exch. Accts.' 47/39, Hunter, p. 55) there are 9 whose
 names do not appear in Rymer's list (' Sloane MS.' 46oo), viz.
 Thomas Elkesdale, Robert Harlyng, John Knevet, Baldwin
 Frevill, Andrew Acton, William Isondeyn, John Cristley,
 William Graunson 1 and Henry John, though these may,
 of course, have crossed any time before December 31, 1415,
 the date on which the list was drawn up. The remaining
 13 knights, as well as 4 barons in the garrison, are found
 amongst the list of indentures in ' Sloane MS.' 4600. The
 list of the garrison contains also the names of 273 esquires,
 but I have not tested for new names among these. There
 were also 5 knights and 8 squires, mustered at Dover, but
 not in Rymer's list. See Gesta, 9; fr. 'Priv. Seal Writs
 3 H. V.'
 Now if you say why not accept Rymer's figures
 and be done with it, the answer is that they do
 not pretend to represent the strength of the army
 that fought at Agincourt, but only the number that
 1 For retinue of Wm. Grantson, Grunston, Grauntson, or Granson,
 kt. (2 + 6) see Exch. Accts. 44/30, 45/5 (6), 47/18. L. T. R, Misc.
 Enrolled Accts. 6/8, where his claim is included in that of Robert
 Lovell, Esq.
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 sailed from Southampton and that large deductions must
 certainly be made from them, for many of these men died at
 the siege of Harfleur, many were invalided home and 3oo00 900
 remained to garrison the place after it fell into English
 hands. Moreover the list is found to include some retinues
 that do not belong to this year at all; in one or two instances
 the figures have been incorrectly copied from the originals;
 there are cases in which the same retinue has been included
 twice over or retinues are omitted that should certainly
 be there; Sir John Devereux,2 a knight of very secondary
 importance, is credited with the impossible retinue of
 250 lances and 250 archers, and Sir John Tiptoft is supposed
 to bring 30 + 90go to Harfleur, though we know that at the
 time he was on his way with 8o + 400, not to Normandy
 but to Bordeaux. In Rymer's figures, therefore, it is clear
 that we can find no safety and we are as far as ever from
 the Agincourt Roll--but in taking leave of him I should like
 to register a mental vote of gratitude both to him for having
 done so much in tabulating the results of his research, and
 to Nicolas for having printed them for us to worry over at our
 leisure, and in this I feel that all here will heartily concur.
 And so we pass to the next step in our investigation.
 Among the retinues contained in Rymer's list is that of
 a Yorkshireman, Robert Babthorpe, whose name will hold
 a prominent place throughout the remainder of this paper.
 He was at the time an esquire though subsequently knighted.
 His account now in the Public Record Office connects him
 distinctly with Yorkshire 3 though he certainly settled in
 1 For their names see Exch. Accts. 47/39. The names include 4
 barons (Dominus de Hastings, Grey de Wilton-called John Gray in
 Hardyng, 390, Bourchier and Clynton), 22 knights (including Carroe,
 i.e. Thomas Carew, Richard Arundel, J. Blount, J. Greindour, J.
 Skidmore, J' Fastolf and J. Baskerville) + 273 squires and 9oo archers,
 though at the foot they seem to be summarised as 798 only. See Hunter,
 P. 55. The list would be worth printing as a study in proper names.
 2 Or Deverose (d. 1419). For his possessions in Gloucestershire and
 Dorset see Inq. p.Mort., iv. 42.
 3 He owned land at Brackenholme near Howden in the E. Riding,
 Cal, Pat, Hy. VI, i, 465.
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 the Midlands, having married Margaret Pilkington, the
 widow of a knight named John Arderne of Elford,' near
 Lichfield, and through her he became possessed of property
 in Cheshire.2 During the panic that followed Oldcastle's
 rising, he was appointed a commissioner for the trial of
 Lollards in Leicestershire and Warwickshire; 3 and in the
 following year (1415) he was Controller of the Royal House-
 hold. He sailed from Southampton with his retinue
 consisting of 5 + 15 and was present at the battle of Agin-
 court where one of his archers named William Callowe helped
 to capture a French lord named Le Seigneur de Corps, together
 with two other Frenchmen whose names were never known.
 Two years later Babthorpe embarked again with the King
 on his second expedition to France in Aug. 1417, and in the
 following winter he distinguished himself before Rouen
 where he engineered the great trench with which Henry
 and his besieging army hemmed in the city. He received
 many grants in Normandy, including houses in Caen, Rouen
 and Harfleur, and when the King made his second will in
 1421 he appointed Babthorpe as one of his executors.5
 After the return from Agincourt he was employed in his
 capacity of Controller in checking the numbers of the
 troops for whom wages were claimed during that portion
 of the second quarter of their service which began on
 October 6, 1415, the day on which the fighting force started
 from Harfleur on their marchto Calais, down to November 24,
 on which day all claims for wages were to cease, and on
 November 19 of the following year (1416) he presented in
 the Exchequer a complete list of the names of all of those
 on whose behalf wages were claimed. Four years after
 Henry V's death a determined effort was made, by the
 Treasury, to pay off all these outstanding claims and in
 1 For his monument and that of his wife, Mathilda, at Elford, see
 Clinch, Costume, 58, 6o, showing an orle on the basnet.
 2 Cal. Pat. Hy,. IV, iv. 35, 182, 475.
 3 Cal. Pat. Hy, V, i. 178.
 4 Cal, Pat. Hy. VI, ii, 254.
 t Cal. Pat. Hy, VI, i, 64, 136, 176, z8x, 188, 313, 370; ii 205.
 T.S.-VOL. V. I
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 presenting their accounts the captains constantly refer for
 corroboration of the details to the following documents,
 to which I ask your special attention: (I) a book of parti-
 culars kept by Roger Leche, who was keeper of the Ward-
 robe in the Royal Household; (2) an account entitled
 'Robert Babthorpe's account' or' Rotulus Compotorum de
 hujus viagio;' (3) Babthorpe's 'Rotulus demonstrationum'
 or ' Roll of Musters,' and it becomes necessary to see what
 can be now made out as to the fate of each of these important
 documents.
 (I) Roger Leche's book is stated to have contained parti-
 culars extending from October I, 1414, to December 31, 1415,
 of which the items connected with the expedition did not
 extend beyond November 16, the day on which the King re-
 turned to England. Of this book it is distinctly said, in the
 following reign, that it 'remains in the Exchequer in the
 keeping of the King's Remembrancer,' but there is no mention
 of it in the Catalogue of the Wardrobe and Household
 Accounts, in the P.R.O., and it is probably now for ever
 lost. At any rate I have so far failed to find it though there
 may still be hope for others. We still possess, however, Roger
 Leche's inventory of the ewers, chargers and other silver
 vessels that he handed over to his successor in the Wardrobe
 on December 31, 1415, and if the missing book should ever
 be recovered it will probably be found to contain particulars
 of the vessels and other articles pledged with the captains
 as security for the payment of the wages due to them.
 (2) 'The Roll of Accounts' with the title of Robert
 Babthorpe is, I believe, the very important Roll still exist-
 ing in the P.R.O., where it is catalogued as ' Miscellaneous
 Enrolled Accounts, No. 6,' the contents of which deserve
 special examination. It has been recently officially de-
 scribed as containing 'the expenses of the Agincourt
 expedition,' 2 but more correctly in Mr. Scargill-Bird's
 'Guide,' p. 98, as 'the accounts of a great number of the
 1 For his indenture of service (20 + 6o) see Hunter, 49,
 2 Foreign Accts., P,R,O., Preface, p. iii,
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 commanders in this expedition.' It consists of II sheets,
 each containing 2 or 3 membranes written on both sides
 in a bold hand with an index of contents on the back of each
 sheet, exactly after the manner of the 'Foreign Accounts.'
 On the covering membrane is the endorsement: ' Rotulus
 compotorum de quodum viagio versus Partes Francie anno
 tertio regis Henrici,' and the question at once arises 'Is
 this really the Agincourt Roll ?' It certainly was called
 so by Mr. W. D. Cooper in a paper on the ' Sussex men at
 Agincourt' that he wrote in 1863,1 and the words 'Agin-
 court Roll' are still pencilled on the back of it, possibly in
 his handwriting. Looking into it we find that it contains
 the accounts (i.e. claims for payment) made early in the
 reign of Henry VI by 81 persons, the first name among them
 beirig Robt. Babthorpe, which probably was the reason why
 the roll was known as ' cum titulo Roberti Babthorpe,' for
 in other respects he does not appear to have had anything
 more to do with it. Now of the 81 claimants two must
 at once be deducted as having nothing to do with the case.
 These are Sir Ralph Rocheford who claims for his expenses
 on an embassy to France in 1416 and Peter Cawode (m. 9)
 for his expenses in connection with certain hostages for the
 King of Scots in 1427-28. After deducting these two there
 remain 79 claims all of them made by captains who crossed
 with Henry V in 1415, but if we are to call this a Roll of
 Agincourt we must make a further deduction of 13 captains
 whose troops never got beyond Harfleur. Thus there
 remain the accounts of 66 commanders who were really
 present in the battle, but this Roll of Accounts only tells
 us the numbers with which they indentured to serve, the
 numbers with which they reshipped for Dover after the
 battle was fought and minute particulars as to the different
 jewels and other valuables which they held in pledge till
 their claims should be satisfied in cash---in other words it
 is a repetition of the information contained in our old
 1 Su4sex Archwological Collections, xv, 126, who calls it a Pipe Roll.
 12
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 friends, the 'bundles' that Rymer had examined, and
 beyond a few stray accidental hints this Roll of Accounts
 tells us nothing of the names of those who fought in the
 battle that we did not know before.
 (3) Far different must have been the case with the
 third source of information known as Babthorpe's ' Roll
 of Musters.' No recent investigator that I know of claims
 to have seen it and I have so far failed to find it, but we
 know at least its title of which the following is a translation,
 the original being in Latin. It was frequently officially
 appealed to as 'The Roll of the Musters of divers dukes,
 earls, barons, knights, squires and other men with the
 names of their retinues which were with our lord the King
 at the battle of Agencourt on Friday the 25th day of October
 in the year 1415 and the 3rd year of the reign of the King
 aforesaid, delivered at the Exchequer of our lord the King in
 England in presence of the Treasurer and Barons on the
 19th day of November in the 4th year of the King afore-
 said (i.e. 1416) by the hands of Robert Babthorpe in which
 the names of each of the dukes, earls, barons, knights, squires
 and other men are noted one by one (singillatim),' or as if
 to leave no doubt as to the completeness of its contents, this
 latter clause sometimes appears as 'in which the names
 of every man of arms and every archer are noted one by
 one,' and the title goes on 'which (roll) remains in the
 custody of the King's Remembrancer to be kept in the same
 place' (ibidem), i.e. in the Exchequer,2 and nothing could
 possibly be more explicit.
 I The Latin title is: Rotulus demonstrationum diversorum ducum,
 comitum, baronum, militum, scutiferorum et aliorum hominum cum
 nominibus retinentiarum suarum que fuerunt cum domino rege apud
 bellum de Agencourt die veneris 25 die Octob. anno 1415 et regni regis
 predicti tertio ad scaccarium domini Regis in Anglia coram Thesaurario
 et Baronibus nono decimo die Novembris anno quarto regis predicti per
 manus Roberti Babthorp liberat' ubi singulorum ducum, comitum, bar-
 onum militum scutiferorum et aliorum hominum singillatim adnotantur.'
 2 'Ubi singulorum hominum ad arma et sagittariorum nomina cum
 nominibus retinentiarum suarum singillatim annotantur qui remanent in
 custodia rememoratoris regis ibidem custodiendum.' For a slightly different
 version see Hunter, p. I ,
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 Here then we have the veritable Roll of Agincourt and
 it is obvious that if only this, i.e. Babthorpe's 'Roll of
 Musters,' could now be found we should be in possession
 of a piece of statistical information of quite unique interest
 and value. What then are the chances of ever finding it ?
 Before Nicolas wrote his book in 1827 a big muster roll,'
 that seemed exactly to correspond with it, had been dis-
 covered by John Caley, the hero of many a Record struggle,
 in the Chapter House at Westminster.2 It contained thou-
 sands of names, not only those of the leaders (i.e. Dukes and
 others) in one of Henry V's expeditions to France, but it
 gave the names of every man of arms and every archer in
 their retinues, and although it was only a partial record
 it seemed at first to be the very Roll of Agincourt that was
 wanted. But on further examination the names turned
 out to be those of the men who sailed on the second expedi-
 tion to Normandy in 1417 and so it had to be given up.3
 Nevertheless, several later writers continued to believe in it
 as the veritable Agincourt Roll and when I first examined
 it at the P.R.O. it was so described in the official catalogue
 and wrongly entered under the year 1415. This mistake,
 however, has now been corrected and in the coming printed
 catalogue it will appear among the 'Exchequer Accounts'
 of I417-its proper year. Any one who will examine it will
 get a perfect idea of what Babthorpe's Roll of Musters must
 have been like, though he is not alas! in presence of Bab-
 thorpe's roll itself. Nicolas, however, did not give up the
 hope that the real roll would some day be found when 'the
 Records in the Treasury of Accounts of the Receipt of the
 Exchequer' came to be more carefully examined. This
 1 Exch. Accts, 51/2, called 'one of the most interesting records of
 military history now extant,' Norman Rolls, p. ix ; Tyler, ii. 212,
 2Nicolas, cccxcix.
 S For a transcript of it by F. Devon see Add. MS. 24704, who endorsed
 it as a 'Copy of Muster Roll called the Agincourt Roll.' I am informed
 that another transcript is now in the possession of Mr. W. F. Irvine,
 of Birkenhead, who purchased it at the sale of Mr. Joseph Foster's
 collection.
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 was done in 185o by Joseph Hunter.' With every facility
 for leisurely examination Hunter came at length reluctantly
 to the conclusion that Babthorpe's rollU'has never been
 found and it is to be feared that all hope of ever recovering
 it must now be abandoned.' 2 If this should prove to be so
 it is not really to be wondered at when we remember the
 desperate struggle that our national records have had for
 mere existence in the past. The story has often been told,
 and no one knows it better than our honoured Director,
 Mr. Hubert Hall, who, thank God, will be able to give a
 very different account of them to the Royal Commission
 that is enquiring into their custody to-day. When Prynne
 had charge of such as were in the Chapel of the Tower at
 the Restoration, he reported them to be 'buried under
 corroding, putrefying cobwebs, dust and filth, a dung heap
 of cankerous dust and evil scent.' In the following
 century Anstis described them as 'buried in dust to that
 Degree that till the same shall be removed by Porters, that
 private gentleman will deserve the character of the strongest
 Bias to Antiquities that will adventure the Hazard of his
 Health in a pursuit so dirty and fatiguing,' and when
 Nicolas wrote his pungent 'Remarks' in 1830 he laid
 about him on the' tanks and stables,' the ' low-roofed cock-
 lofts' and the 'pestilential vermin-haunted dens,' where
 these documents were spending their neglected lives. After
 being thus subjected for centuries to' all kinds of destructive
 1 His tract, which he entitled Agincourt-A Contribution towards an
 Authentic List of the Commanders of the English Host, so far as I can
 discover has received but scant attention, though it is really of the very
 first importance. My only quarrel with him is his tantalising habit of
 not giving a single definite reference to enable the reader to verify the
 documents from one end of his treatise to the other. This was doubtless
 due to the fact that he perused them just as he discovered them before the
 days of catalogues and calendars. I think, however, that I have been
 able to identify every document that he used. They will all be found in the
 Exchequer Accounts under the sub-heading Army in the catalogue of the
 Public Record Office.
 2 Hunter, I1.
 3 Quarterly Review, xxxix. 65.
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 processes' in 'humid cellars,' these Exchequer documents
 were removed from Westminster to the King's Mews in 1822,
 and it is believed that during the removal large quantities
 of them were purloined and sold to make glue. This may
 have been the fate of Babthorpe's ' Roll of Musters,' for no
 living person has ever seen it yet.
 And now I enter on my last lap, and at this point it
 may again be asked 'Why not regard the question as settled ?
 Hunter looked for the Agincourt Roll and gave it up as
 irrecoverably lost, why not admit that the case is closed and
 waste no further time about it ? ' Well, it is to be remembered
 that Hunter confined his attention to the first-hand evidence
 supplied by original documents only, and as he peremptorily
 says 'having done that I stop,' and he seems to pride
 himself that he had not gone to all accessible sources, saying:
 ' as to lists in MS. at the Museum, or the Heralds' College,
 I take the liberty to pass them over as being evidence of a
 class inferior to that on which I proceed,' ' and if we are
 prepared to do the same the matter may well be regarded
 as at an end. But if not, we may perhaps spend a few
 minutes longer in looking at this second-hand evidence
 which Hunter so contemptuously cast aside. Let it be
 granted for the moment that Babthorpe's Muster-Roll is
 dead and gone-yet there are three troublesome claimants
 still existing whose title to genuineness must be tested by
 their internal evidence alone. All of them date from the
 'spacious days'; they were all examined by Nicolas, and
 there can be no doubt that in regard to their contents they
 are all essentially the same.
 The oldest of them apparently is the one now in the Ashmo-
 lean collection in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, and when
 I looked at it some years ago I was assured by the Librarian
 that it was certainly in the handwriting of Robert Glover,
 who was all his life employed in the College of Arms and
 was Somerset Herald from 1571 till his death in 1588. He
 gives a list of the captains with the names of the lances
 1 Hunter, p. 49
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 only, omitting the names of the archers. The text of his
 document is in old French but he gives a general description
 of the contents in Latin of his own as Nomina eorum qui
 fuerunt cum rege Henrico quinto ad Bellum Agincourt anno
 regni sui tertio,' adding also in Latin 2 'that it is to be noted
 that in this book the names of the lances are here placed
 one by one in the order in which they were placed in the
 original, and although the names of the archers are omitted
 yet their actual number is also entered here,' and the interest
 centres in his statement that in his book the names of the
 lances are placed eo ordine quo in originali ponebantur.
 Is he copying from Babthorpe's Roll ? If he was, that
 Roll must have been strangely tampered with, but it is
 to be noted that he says that his names are placed in the
 order in which they were placed (not are placed) in the
 original, showing perhaps that he had before him not the
 original itself but some paraphrase of it that was circulating
 in his time.
 The second copy is in the Heralds' College here in the
 City of London. It is bound up in a volume labelled
 'M.I. Collect. Miscell.,' and was collated by Nicolas 3 who
 believed that it 'bears undoubted proof of having been
 transcribed from the original ' though it does not say so at all.
 But a novelty peculiar to it is that it gives (in Latin) a total
 of the lances (viz. 812) and of the archers (viz. 3073) though
 Nicolas calculated that the names and numbers entered in the
 text do not amount to one-half or one-third of these alleged
 totals respectively. I was allowed to see it a few days ago.
 It is written like Glover's in old French and, with a few
 discrepancies, the text appears to be identical with his.
 1 Add. MS. 30323, ff. 15, 16, which is an extract from the Ashmolean
 MS. made by Wm, Mytton, a Shropshire antiquary in the eighteenth
 century,
 2Notandum quod in hoc libro lanceorum nomina singulatim eo
 ordine quo in originali ponebantur, hic quoque ponuntur-cum tamen
 sagittariorum nomina omittuntur at verus eorum numerus hic quoque
 scribitur.
 3 Nicolas, pp. 102-104,
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 The writing is very neat throughout, but I was assured that
 nothing is known as to its origin nor has the handwriting
 been identified (though it looks very like Ralph Brook's).
 Some of the contents of the volume with which it is
 bound up seem to present points of similarity with those
 in the Harleian volume with which I shall deal next,
 but the conditions prevailing at present at the Heralds'
 College can hardly be regarded as encouraging for the
 researcher, even after he has passed the preliminary rites
 of initiation.
 Thirdly and lastly comes the list printed by Nicolas,
 to which reference was made in the opening sentence of
 this paper. It is contained in a volume (' Harl. MS.' 782)
 now in the Harleian collection at the British Museum,
 which can be certainly identified as being a common-place
 book once belonging to Ralph Brook, who was York Herald
 from 1593 and died in 1625. In this book he entered up
 lists of English nobles which he culled from charters and
 various other sources, since the days of the Conquest, and
 on the front page is his signature, ' Rafe Brooke, Yorke
 Herald, 1604.' The next owner of the book, whose name
 appears on the same front page as 'Thomas Cole,' with the
 date 1630, appears to have tried to trace the authorities from
 whom Brook derived his information and he not only
 corrected some very obvious blunders in various parts of
 the volume but entered here and there such notes as ' from
 Thomas Walsingham ' (p. 14) ; or' all this out of Math. Paris'
 (pp. 21, 27); or 'These note (sic) I think are taken out of
 Hoveden, Mr. Savell's booke,' f. 323 (p. 26),but unfortunately
 he has left no such note in regard to the Agincourt list,
 which occupies ff. 72-86. Brook's list is in English and he
 is quite obviously translating from the French of one or other
 of his two predecessors, though not always improving upon
 them in the process, for whereas, for instance, in one place
 they give 209 archers del counte de Lancaster and 18o
 more del counte de Chester, meaning, of course, from the
 counties of Lancashire and Cheshire, Brook calls them
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 'Archers of the Erle of Lancaster,' and ' therle Chester'
 respectively. As to the contents of Brook's list, Nicolas,
 while admitting that it is ' manifestly incomplete' thought
 that ' as far as it extends its accuracy may be fully relied
 upon. " But with this evidently hap-hazard remark no
 later writer appears to agree. The most obvious item that
 has struck them is the presence of the Earl of Cambridge
 and Lord Scrope in the list,s though they were both be-
 headed before the army sailed from Southampton, and a
 further search reveals that many who were certainly present
 in the battle with the very largest retinues are not in the
 list at all; such are the Dukes of York and Clarence,
 Lord Clifford, Robert Lord Willoughby of Eresby and
 Edward Courtenay, eldest son of the Earl of Devonshire.
 From the ' Roll of Accounts' ('L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled
 Accts.' 6) we know that the Earl of Arundel sailed with
 oo00 + 300, that he, with 5 of his lances, was invalided
 home, where he soon afterwards died, but that the rest of
 his retinue amounting to 94 + 300 went on from Harfleur and
 were present in the battle. Yet these three 16th century lists
 ignore them altogether. Again, by the aid of the 'Roll of
 Accounts' we know of large numbers of knights and squires
 who were in the battle, with their retinues of varying size,
 but who find no place in these lists, or, as in the case of
 William Porter, appear as one name only, though we know
 that he brought a retinue of 8 + 24. In some cases a retinue
 is entered in them twice over, sometimes archers are entered
 as lances or lances as archers, or lances are given without
 any archers or archers without any lances. Sir William
 Harrington is entered with 13 + 28, though he had already
 been included in the retinue of the Duke of Gloucester.
 Hertonk van Clux, who really brought a modest retinue of
 3 + 9, is credited with Ioo lances, the number of his archers
 being left untold, while an underclerk of the kitchen seems
 1 Nicolas, cccxcviii.
 2 Ramsay, i 2 oo, who notes that the lists' abound in errors and double
 entries.'
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 to bring 8 lances-but they are all squires who bring retinues
 of their own, and when we come to the tail end of the
 list we find it completely telescoped as if the writer had got
 tired of his task and pitchforked in his results in inextricable
 confusion, into which it would be death to follow him.
 By this time probably your minds are reduced to the
 condition of jesting Pilate's, but fortunately there is a way
 of testing the accuracy or falsehood of these lists by com-
 paring them with such genuine musters as have been pre-
 served, and this I attempted to do when working over the
 ground some years ago, with the result that in several cases
 the names entered in the lists are found to a large extent
 to be quite correct, thus proving that these lists can by no
 means be dismissed as altogether valueless. But I fear
 that my paper has already extended beyond the normal
 limit and that it would be tedious and out of place to give
 the evidence of these corroborations as well as discrepancies
 here. Moreover such statistics are more suited to the
 study than to a public lecture. But if the Council should
 think that such details would be of sufficient interest to
 warrant their publication in the Transactions of this Society,
 I shall be happy to place the evidence at their disposal as
 a Piece justificative or supplement to this scrappy and,
 I fear, inconclusive paper. Ralph Brook, it is true, was
 convicted in his day of 'ignorance and insufficiency' as a
 man who ' gathered honey out of other men's hives,' quoting
 no record and no proof, and putting his ' ipse dixit' instead
 of ' scriptum est.' p But this' is clearly not a case of his
 ' iPse dixit,' for all his facts and all his blunders are also
 found in Glover, and everything points to some bungling
 treatment of an unknown 'scriptum est.' We can only
 wish that we could recall both of these heralds from the
 dead just for this afternoon only, and put them through a
 little gentle questioning as to what that scriptum was, where
 I E.g. Ralph Pope and John Elman (not Elmain) and Tvel (not Ebull)
 Strange, the nameslof whose [retinues appear in Exch. Accts. 45/18, 47/4.
 2 Vincent, Discoverie of Errors (1619), Introduction.1
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 they saw it, how they dealt with it, what it looked like and
 so forth. But unless that scriptum should presently turn up
 on some unsuspected shelf or in some unexamined sack our
 problem will henceforward be how to disentangle and lay
 bare the substratum of truth contained in three late
 sixteenth-century transcripts, made possibly at third hand
 from an early fifteenth-century document now probably
 hopelessly lost, and though as you will all see I have not
 myself succeeded in arriving at a satisfactory solution of
 the puzzle, my purpose will have been achieved if by chance
 this paper shall have stimulated some younger and more
 energetic searcher to dig diligently till he find it.
 APPENDIX
 Retinue of Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester.-The first and the
 most important retinue on Brook's list is that of Humphrey,
 Duke of Gloucester, containing 140 lances, including the Duke.
 One additional name, viz. William Coule, appears in the Heralds
 College list, making a total of 141, called 142 lances in Brook's
 summary. The force mustered (before Richard Redman, kt.,
 and J. Strong, esquire) on July 16, 1415, at ' Mikilmarch' or
 ' Mitchelmersh,' i.e. Michaelmarsh, near Romsey, in the New
 Forest, where the actual number of lances was 2oo, and of these
 the names of 196 are given on the Duke's Muster-roll ('Exch.
 Accts.' 45/I3).
 Comparing Brook's list with the lances on this muster-roll it
 will be found that:
 (a) The two lists have 113 names in common, though
 with many variations in spelling.
 (b) The muster-roll contains 70 names that are not in
 Brook, possibly because most of them did not go on
 from Harfleur to the battle.
 (c) Brook contains 14 names that are not on the muster-roll,
 possibly as substitutes for others invalided at Harfleur.
 Of the archers the Duke's indenture of service [also
 indenture of jewels, June 8, 1415, 'Exch. Accts.' 45 /22 (4)] fixes
 the number at 6oo. The muster roll gives the names of 609,
 a discrepancy which will be found to be of frequent occurrence,
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 the number of archers actually passing the muster being often
 slightly in excess of the number specified in the indenture of
 service. The extra archers were probably there as possible
 substitutes, but no payment was allowed for the excess above
 the indentured number. Brook gives a total of 406 archers
 present at the battle without giving their names. There are no
 side notes on the muster-roll to indicate the fate of the men.
 Below I give particulars of discrepancies in the names of the
 lances under the above headings (a), (b), (c).
 (a) Variations in spelling between names of lances in Brook
 and on muster-roll:
 On Muster-roll. On Brook's list.
 Bret v. Bryght
 Bittre v. Barry
 Smethewyk v. Smythewyke
 Colerond v. Colerne
 Win. Coke v. Wm. Coule (Heralds'
 College)
 Bocke v. Bucke
 Gayght v. Gayte
 John Wate v. John de Ware
 Counsele v. Counseill
 Whytney v. Wytteney
 Banastre v. Banester
 Kyrkeby v. Kyrkley
 Sydnam v. Sydman
 Mylboune v. Milborn
 Wessington v. Wissington
 Mayow Motlow v. Mayew Matlow
 William Havte v. William Haute
 Staunford v. Stamford
 Tyrell v. Terrell
 William Kyrkam v. John Kyrkham
 Kynes v. Kinge
 Neele v. Nele
 Bonore v. Benote
 Halghton v. Halnton
 Nicholas Cole v. Nicholas Coule
 Dorset v. Darset
 Cavendysh v. Cannidische or Canndische
 (Heralds' College)
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 On Muster-roll. On Brook's List.
 fforden v. Fordet
 Gerard Jamyson v. Johnson
 Salomon v. John Salmon
 Sengleton v. Singleton
 Erlosshe v. Erlesch
 Beamond v. Baumont
 Jamys Ptr'ych v. James P'drich
 Styrkeland v. Strykland
 Ashton v. Aston
 Reymas v. Reynes
 Rokell v. Rokhill
 Eileas v. Enyas
 Colfax v. Colfox
 Schyryngton v. Shyryngton
 Strangrond v. Savgrond
 ffeinys v. Fenes
 Edmund Hawken v. Edward Hawkan
 Kylkenny v. Kelkenny
 John Hamond v. Yon Hamond
 Bolran v. Bolleron
 Shakerle v. Hakerle
 Robert Roos v. Mons. Robert Roos
 (b) The following 68 names occur on the muster-roll, but
 not in Brook.
 Christopher Gosevile John Berney
 Thomas Gabriel John Hesswell
 Thomas Ashell Mons. Thomas Clynton
 George Cotesmore Henry Dobbyll
 John Chambre Clement Crewman
 Thomas Grey John Sutton
 John Camvile Mons. Thomas Morley
 John Sanston Thomas Braye
 William Portya William Wate
 Andrew Berelf John Gyffard
 William Coles (or Colet) Mons. Nicholas Havte
 Mons. William Bellchamp John Perot
 William Buttraus 1 Hugh Newbrygge
 Mons. Robert Berney John de Veer
 1 For retinue of Mons. William de Botreaux (20 + 40) see Nicolas, 374,
 but 23 + 6o on Muster-Roll (Exch. Accts, 45/18),
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 Richard Ussher Robert Clapham
 William Harryngton Thomas Boston
 Walter Horneby Thomas Pygot
 Hugh Calverley John Strangrond
 Thomas Marlow Butyler (sic)
 Thomas Stapper 1 J. Belle
 Stephen Tybba J. Swyneshede
 John Southek Edward Haughton
 Richard Southeck Nicholas Burdett
 John Collan John Karlyon
 John Tyrell Robert Newmarsche
 Edward Tyrell John Hawkewode
 William Ayleward Thomas Newmarsche
 Thomas Des Chalers Robert Langforde
 Walter ErIe 2 Walter Beuchamp
 John Erie2 J. Lowthe
 Roger Wyche Hugh Wylton
 Robert Laurence Thomas Berwyk
 William Grantham William Wrothe
 William Dacre Henry fforst
 (c) The following 14 names are in Brook's list, but not on the
 muster-roll :
 John Bredfeld Thomas Wellys
 Nicholas Thorley Edward Stradlyng
 Nichasin Scot Owaine Hornby
 Roger Clynderow Thomas Thwayte
 Richard Wyttun Thomas Capper3
 William Curteys John Cole
 Andrew de Rolf John Sutton
 1 ? Same as Thomas Capper in (c).
 2 Evere or Eure.
 3 See Thomas Stapper in (b). In Pat. 3 H. V, ii. 35 (Oct. 9, 1415)
 Thomas Bernes is going abroad in comitiva of the Duke of Gloucester, but
 his name does not appear in any of the lists. In his claim (L. T. R. Misc.
 Enrolled Accts. 6/4) the Duke of Gloucester deducts 72 + 211 from his
 indentured numbers, apparently as being absent from the battle, thereby
 reducing his numbers actually present at Agincourt to 128 + 389 while
 Brook's list gives I42 + 4o6. The composition of the retinue has been
 recently discussed by Mr. Kenneth Vickers (p. 18 from Hunter, p. 21) giving
 a somewhat complicated calculation as to the numbers based on the
 wages paid during the first quarter which are assumed to amount to about
 30ooo.
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 Thomas Lord Camoys 1 by his indenture of service was to
 bring 30 + 6o for which number he received payment for the
 first quarter. See 'Iss. Roll, 7 H.V. Pasch.,' July 3, 1419. His
 muster-roll ( 'Exch. Accts.' 47 /13) gives the names of 32 (includ-
 ing himself and Thomas Hoo, knight) + 69. This list of names
 was printed in 1863 by W. D. Cooper ('Sussex men at Agincourt'
 in 'Sussex Archaeol. Coll.' xv. 135) who quotes 'Pipe Series' in
 'Carlton House Ride MSS.,' possibly 'L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled
 Accts.' 6/3, where Lord Camoys claims for 30 + 60 till Nov. 24,
 1415.
 Of the 32 lances 5 died or were invalided at Harfleur, I
 stayed with the garrison at Harfleur, and the remaining 26 were
 present at the battle.
 Of these 26 lances Brook omits the name of I altogether,
 places William de Spayne as 'Mons. William Spayne' among
 the retinue of the elder Earl of Suffolk, and gives the remaining
 24 quite correctly, with the following 9 variations of spelling,
 viz. :
 Canvyle v. Camvyle Mewys v. Mewes
 Symsby v. Seintesbury Tryskebett v. Tryskebetys
 Glyspyn v. Gylspyn Kynston v. Kyngeston
 Boydon v. Boydell Codington v. Godyngton
 Bredon v. Bretton
 He gives Thomas Fitzhenry as mort al bataile though
 not so noted on the muster-roll. The name occurs again in
 the retinues of Sir Thomas Grey and Sir William Harington
 (Nicolas, 347, 362) with no indication that he was killed.
 Brook gives 69 archers as present at the battle, but the
 muster-roll gives 55 (fuerunt ad bell' de Agyncourt) bracketing
 the remaining 14 with a note isti ' quinque' sagittarii fuerunt
 titulati ad bellum, meaning, apparently, that the remaining
 9 were not entitled to payment.
 The Earl of Huntingdon was indentured on April 29, 1415, to
 bring 20o + 6o (not 2o + 40 as Nicolas, 373; entered as 20 + 40
 on his receipt, dated June 6, 1415, but 20 + 6o on July 6,
 1415), and when he mustered on Swanwick Heath on July 14,
 1415, his force amounted to 23 + 72, all of whose names appear
 in his muster-roll ('Exch. Accts.' 45 /I8). From his claim for
 1 Called 'Caumyzt' in Heralds' College MS, For his safe conduct,
 dated June 5, 1415, see Carte, Rolles, ii, 221; called June 12 in W, D,
 Cooper, I33,
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 payment (45 /7) and ' Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/9) it appears that
 2 of his archers died at Harfleur and that he started with 20o + 58
 for the battlefield. But of these I + 4 were killed in the battle
 and I more archer died at Calais, the rest numbering 19 + 53,
 including the Earl himself, returned to Dover with 72 horses.
 Brook's list gives 16 + 35 as present in the battle and of the 16
 lances Io can be identified in the muster-roll with the following
 variants in spelling:
 Dell v. Deell Rothyngs v. Rotyng
 Innyng v. Junnyng Hardy v. Hard
 John Keleryon v. William Kylleryen Eyon Elys v. Yon Elys
 and William Wymondeswold, who was really an archer.
 He gives 4 names that are not in the muster-roll, but omits
 9 that are there, viz. Andrew Acton, kt.,1 Henry Street 2 (qui
 interfectus fuit apud bellum dagync6t), William Moyle, John
 Shepwyck, Thomas Helde, William Dutton, Thomas Gourney,
 John Warner and Richard Talbot.
 Among the archers named in the muster-roll is John Nesse,
 farro (i.e. farrier).
 Richard Earl of Oxford was indentured for 40 + Ioo (' Exch.
 Accts.' 46 /3 6; also 45 /21 (53), i.e. his indenture of jewels, June 12,
 1415, with fragment of his seal). All these mustered at Walloppes-
 forthe before Lord de Harington and John Rothenale, kt., on
 July 6, 1415. His muster-roll shows that 37 [or 40] + 84
 reshipped at Calais after the battle including the Earl himself,
 and gives no side notes as to casualties. Brook's list gives
 29 + 79 as present in the battle. He gives the names of these
 29 lances correctly though spelling Werk as Work, Hervy as
 Herny and Ralph Wardale as Raulyn Wardale. But he omits
 the following ii names, viz.:
 John Brygge 3 John Fitzrichard
 Thomas Coveley 4 John Angier
 John Twyford Geben Dedham
 Thomas Haspall Thomas Whyteney
 William Tregononn 5 Reynold Buckton
 Richard Cornell
 1 Though in Exch. Accts., 45/18, he appears in the retinue of William
 Lord Botreaux and was left in garrison at Harfleur.
 2 See page 134-
 3 Unless this is John Bryggez in J. Burgh's retinue.
 4This name occurs in the Duke of Gloucester's retinue,
 6 Or Tregonenn.
 T.S.-VOL. V. K
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 The Earl of Sufolk, the son (i.e. Michael de la Pole), was
 indentured for 20 + ?o on April 29, 1415 (see their names in
 ' Exch. Accts.,' 46/24, with small fragment of his seal), the Earl
 himself being interfectus ad bellum de Aginc6t. Of the 20
 lances, 2 were killed at the siege of Harfleur; I was sent to England
 with a message on October 7; 2 were left with the garrison at
 Harfleur on October 8; I was taken prisoner on October 21;
 14 were present at the battle. These are correctly given in
 Brook.
 Of the 60 archers 5 returned to England, sick, from Harfleur,
 October 7; 5 were left in garrison at Harfleur, 3 of whom were
 cancelled because the captain did not certify them as there,
 though in 47/19 the Duke of Exeter (sic) certifies for 2 + 6
 (called 2 + 7 in 47/40) as being at Harfleur for the whole of the
 second quarter, i.e. till January 6, 1416; 50 were present in the
 battle (called 46 in Brook), though in ' L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled
 Accts.' a claim is made for 18 + 58 as present in the battle (2 + 2
 having remained to garrison Harfleur), one of the archers being
 named John Killebury. The muster roll gives 16 + 90 (with
 85 written below) as serving during the second quarter.
 William Boteller, kt.-He indentured for 10 + 30 (' Exch.
 Accts.,' 47 /8) but he died at Harfleur (Nicolas. 377), his executors
 being his widow, Elizabeth, and William Ferrers of Groby,
 knight (' L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accounts,' 6 /3). His muster-roll
 (' Exch. Accts.,' 47 /8 ; Beamont, Warrington Church Notes, i. 232)
 contains no side notes to indicate the actual number of his lances
 present in the battle.
 Brook (353) gives the names of 4 lances, all of whom are on the
 muster-roll, viz. John Singleton, Robert Heton, Thomas Ashton
 and Gryffen or Geffron (which should be Geoffrey, Galfredus)
 Hesketh, but he brackets them all as 'archers,' which probably
 means ' + 16 archers' as in Glover. See Nicolas, 353.
 Sir Thomas Erpingham was indentured for 20 + 6o (' Exch.
 Accts.,' 47 /20) and from his muster-roll (' Exch. Accts.,' 44 /3o (3),
 47/20) we know that of the 20 lances, 3 returned sick from
 Harfleur, and 16 were at the battle. This latter number is
 correctly given by Brook, but he omits the names of two (viz.
 William Bamburgh and Richard Gegge), giving only the names
 of the other 141 ; all of these, however, are correct except that he
 1 Including John Sterling, who is known to have been in Erpingham's
 muster independently, i.e. from Cal. Doc, Scot. iv. i73, dated Southampton,
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 spells Hert as Hart, Bryston as Brayston, Laveney as Leneny,
 Augustin Stratton as Denston Statton, and Reginald Bresingham
 as Brisingham.
 The names of 6o archers are given on the muster-roll, of
 whom 2 died at Harfieur, I died on the march, I returned sick
 from Harfleur and 56 were at the battle (including Stephen
 Goring-interfectus). But Brook gives only 47 archers without
 giving any names.
 Erpingham's retinue is taken as a typical example by Hunter
 in ' Add. MS.,' 24619, ff. 82-86, to show that each pouch contained
 4 documents (viz. the indenture of service, indenture of jewels,
 list of sick, dead and invalided home, and muster-roll).
 In his muster-roll the numbers are 23 + 75, but these
 include 4 + 15 entered as oultre la nombre.
 John Lord Harrington 1 was indentured for 30 + 9o, but he
 actually mustered 34 + 94, including 4 lances who take the
 place of 4 sick (' Exch. Accts.,' 47/33). Of the 30 lances he himself
 and Io others are on a list of sick allowed to return to England on
 October 5, 1415, though 7 out of these are on Brook's list as
 present in the battle, viz. :-
 Thomas Fitzpayn John ffolbroke
 Alan Pennington Gilbert Nowell
 John Chichester Thomas Broghton
 Henry Ledrede
 Brook's total including these 7 = 26, his remaining 19 names
 are correct by the muster-roll, except that he omits Nicholas
 Broghton and John Stanlowe.
 The number of archers was 94, of whom 20 were sick (totalled
 as 21) and 74 were present at the battle, though Brook gives
 the number as 83.
 John Mowbray, Earl Marshal (' Exch. Accts.,' 47/37), by in-
 denture brought 50 + 15o, but these numbers fall to 33 + 80 in
 July 23, 1415. Two men of arms, viz. Thomas Geney and John Calthorpe,
 in this retinue were killed in the battle (Hunter, 35), but do not appear
 in Brook's list as present there.
 1 For his will dated June I8, 1417, see Dugd, ii. 99 (not January I8thas
 Test. Vet. 197) when he was proposing to go abroad. It was proved,
 April 26, 1418, Inq. p. Mort. iv. 35. He died Feb. 11, 1418, Langton,
 i. 126, 134 from Inquisitions held at Lancaster on March 20, June 23, 1418.
 K2
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 Brook. Of the 50 lances 13 (including the Earl) returned sick
 from Harfleur to Portsmouth on October 4 in the Nicholas of
 Hull (see names in separate sick list, ' Exch. Accts.,' 47/38), 3 died
 during the siege at Harfleur (names in 'Exch. Accts.,' 47/38),
 34 were at the battle, called 35 in ' Exch. Accts.', 47 /38. Of these
 34 or 35 names Brook omits two, viz. John Basset and John
 Moldewy, giving 33 names quite correctly though he spells:
 Hotham as Hoton Haythorpe as Hagthrop
 Germy as Geryne Wylton as Wyton
 Redsham as Rodsam Wyfi as Wyner
 Lodewyche as Lodewyke
 Of 150 archers 45 returned sick from Harfleur (called 47 in
 47/38 where their names are given); 104 were at the battle
 (called 80 in Brook). Their names are in 47/38, which says
 qui furent d la bataile d'Agincourt, but there are no further
 side notes on this muster-roll.
 Rowland Lenthall, a Herefordshire knight, was indentured to
 serve with 12 + 36 ('Exch. Accts.,' 45/21 (61) or Io + 36 ('L. T. R.
 Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/8). We know from his claim (Muster-Roll,
 46/13) (' L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/8) that 2 of his lances
 died during the siege of Harfleur, that 3 more returned home
 invalided and that the total of his retinue that were present at
 the battle amounted to 8 + 34, 2 archers having died at Harfleur.
 Brook's numbers are 9 + 33. He gives the names of the first 4
 on the list of 8 lances correctly, though his 'Richard Fythian '
 is Phithian Palm' (? Palmer) on the muster-roll. His other 4 names
 do not correspond at all. The names appearing on the muster-
 roll, but not in Brook, are William Eyton, William Crenewaille,
 J. Ruffert, Roger Golynge, Richard Fallde, Thomas Ocle and
 Nicolas Casnall.
 Hertonk van Clux, a knight of Flemish origin, was indentured
 to serve with 3 + 9 (from his indenture of jewels, ' Exch. Accts.,'
 45/21, June 13, 1415), yet he appears in Brook's list with Ioo
 lances which would imply 300 archers as well, though Brook gives
 none. Of these Ioo lances Brook gives the names of 14, but
 on examining them we find that he has included Nicolas Reresby
 and Ralph Pole, who had their own retinues of z and 3 archers
 respectively, and Christopher Preston, who was really in the
 retinue of James Harrington, knight ('Exch. Accts.,' 47/32).
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 John Burgh,l the Treasurer's Clerk, was indentured to serve
 with 3 + 9 (see his indenture of jewels in ' Exch. Accts.,' 45/20o (54),
 but Brook gives him a perfectly fabulous retinue of 62 lances to
 which should be added 185 archers as shown in Glover's list
 and in the Heralds' College MS., he has somehow omitted to
 copy. But here, fortunately, we can partly track him down,
 for of the 62 lances he gives the names of 40, nearly all of
 which occur in ' Exch. Accts.,' 45 /5 and 45 /18 as signing separate
 indentures of their own. E.g., William Burgoyne, Thomas
 Lychbarowe, Nicholas Lary (for his indenture of jewels see
 ' Exch. Accts.,' 47 /14; 47/24), Robert Quikkesley, Thos. Corbet
 (for names of his 3 archers see 47/22), John Astowe, (or Asco in
 'L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/7 : ' Exch. Accts.,' 46/40, which
 gives the names of his 3 archers and shows that he himself
 returned sick from Harfleur). Robert Helyon, Stephen Ferrour,
 Thomas Eston, Thomas Marpurley (names of his 3 archers
 in 46/15), William Bredwardyn (or Bradwardyn in 'Iss. Roll,
 3 H. V. Mich.,' December 19, 1415, which contains payments
 to him and Nicholas Lary and others), J. Holton, Thomas
 Stanton, Richard Etton, William Holton (not Holt), Laurence
 Everard, Giles Thorndon, Nicholas Holand, Gerard Hwne (but
 Huyn in 45/22 (33), Thomas Apulton, Richard Parker, Richard
 Revesby (or Reresby 45/20), Thomas Scarles (not Scarlet), J.
 Phelipe, Master Robert Hunt (not Hunto), J. Clement, William
 Castellayn, John Selby (46/82), Robert Lacok (47/36) and
 William Wyghtman (' L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6 /4). Most
 of these names appear in a list of 82 persons as esteantz a Bouche
 de Courte in 'Exch. Accts.,' 407 /Io with a note that all had been
 allowed their wages till July 12 inclusive (s. a. but probably 1415).
 A similar confusion may perhaps explain the case of John Pil-
 kington who was really indentured to bring 6 + 3, but appears
 in Brook's list with a retinue of 10 + 45.
 The following may be taken as specimens of knights, squires
 and men-of-arms whose names do not appear in Brook's list, but
 1 See p. Iio. In Iss. Roll 3 H. V. Mich., Dec. 23, 1415, March 2,
 1416, John Burgh has 5d. paid as Cleric. Thes. from July I8, 14I5. For
 ?40 p.a. granted to him by Henry IV, see ibid. Dec. 20, also 5d. paid
 to him as a scribe, ibid. December 23, 1415. In Brook's list occurs the
 name of Gregory Ballard who brought 3 archers. In Exch. Accts., 47/1O,
 he is dead and his widow, Catherine, has become the wife of J. Burgh. See
 also L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts., 6/3, where payment is only claimed
 till Oct. 6, 1415.
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 who certainly took part in the battle as is proved by their claims
 for payment up to November 24, 1415, put in subsequently in
 'L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6 /4-11.
 Henry Strete, a man-of-arms in the retinue of the Earl of
 Huntingdon, was killed in the battle (Hunter, 25) but he does
 not appear among the names of the retinue given by Brook.
 Wm. Talbot, a Cornish knight, was present in the battle
 with 4 +12 as proved by his claim in 'L. T. R. Misc.
 Enrolled Accts.,' 6/8, but Brook gives him only 4 + 6 and
 a further examination of the same accounts shows that the
 following were all certainly in the battle with their retinues
 though none of them appear in Brook's list, viz. : James
 Harington, kt.1 (8 + 26), Richard Scrope, kt. (45 + 45); 2
 esquires and others, viz.: Richard Chalons (3 + 9), Simon
 Felbrigge (12 + 36), Thomas Chaworth (8 + 24), Richard
 Hay (I + 2), Robert Castell (o + 3), Stephen Payne (o + 3),
 William Bradshaw (o + 3), John Longevile, Ralph Ramsay,
 William Orell, Thurstan de Anderton, Henry Pemberton, Henry
 Blundell, Robert Brut,3 William Skaresbrek (with 2 archers
 each), Walter Beauchamp (4 + 12), William Assenhull (2 + 6),
 Stephen Hatfield (2 + 6), Robert Lovell (2 + 6),4 John Peryent
 (3 + 9), Nicholas Alderwich (3 + 9), William Wilcotes, Robert
 Laurence (2 + 6) 5 (who captured two prisoners), John Chenduit
 I In L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Acots., 6/9 he is defunctus in 1426, his
 executors being Richard (his son and heir), Nicolas Haryngton and Richard
 de Shirbourne. By his indenture dated May 12, 1415, he was to bring 50
 Lancashire archers who are entered in the account of Richard Ursewyk, kt.,
 where wages are claimed for them from July 8 to Oct. 6. He also
 indentured for o10 + 3o, of which number he himself and one of the men-
 of-arms were sent back from Harfleur to defend the northern part of
 England. Two archers died at Harfleur, i archer was left in garrison
 at Harfleur and the rest (8 + 26) were in the battle and all returned to
 Dover, with 39 horses, in Nov. 1415. He was Sheriff of Cumberland
 in 1413 (List of Sherifs, 27), was knighted Nov. 6, 1413 (Shaw, ii. 11i).
 For his indenture of service see p. 107.
 2 Of whom i man-of-arms died at Harfleur, L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled
 Accts., 6/I1.
 3 He was invalided home from Harfleur, but his 2 archers were in the
 battle.
 4 But 3 + 12 in Exch. Accts., 46/12.
 5 For his indenture (2 + 6) see Exch. Accts., 46/8, but names of 2 + 8
 in 46/9 though totalled as 2 + 6 in side note on same roll.
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 (o + 2), Nicholas Horton and Henry Bromley (3 archers each);
 and John Clynk (o + 2), also the large muster of John Merbury
 Chamberlain of South Wales has no place in Brook's list, though
 he brought a retinue of 20 + 500 from Cardigan, Brecon and
 Caermarthenshire, for whose wages he received ?436 at Hereford.
 For indentures, with seals, signed at Carmarthen and Brecknock,
 January 26, 1415, see 'Exch. Accts.,' 45/5 (Io), 46/2o. The
 following are the names of the men-of-arms from:
 (a) Carmarthenshire.-John ap f-Rys, Henry ap Jevan,
 Gwyn Rys ap ll'ap Gryff' Vachan, David ap Jevan ap
 Traharn, Griffith ap M'ed ap Henry (total = 5 + 102).
 (b) Cardiganshire.-M'ed ap Owen, Owen Mortym', Owen
 ap Jankyn, Yllort ll'ap Cliffort, Walter ap Jevan
 (= 5 + 238).
 (c) Brecknockshire.-Watkin Lloyd, Andrew ap Lewis,
 Jevan ap Ric, Jankyn ap Meur' ap Ric, Jankyn ap
 John ap Rhys, Pli ( ? Philippi) ap Gli ( ? Gliffort) Bras,
 Ricard ap Rys, Meur' ap Rys, Richd Brys (= 9 + 16o).
 The Carmarthenshire men came from Kethynok, St. Clears,
 Llanstephan, Emlyn, Penryn, Tallagharn, Elvet, Wydegada,
 Trayne, Osterlo, Iskennen (or Yskennin, Wylie, iv. 574), Mam-
 orderlo, P'reth (?), Hyrcoryn, Jathakell, Mallam and Cayo.
 The Cardiganshire men from Iskyron, Mabun', Kayr, Wedros,
 Vehkerdyn, Iskerdyn, Iswyle, Ishyrwerfi and Uchayron, and
 the Brecon men from Clyncawy, Cantreffly, Hay Island, the
 Forest, Straffelte, Lywell and Cofiwt.
 The total force amounts to:
 Cardigan 5 + 102
 Carmarthen 5 + 238 (13 of whom were mounted, the
 actual addition gives 237 includ-
 ing 3 names struck out quia
 extra) .
 Brecon 10 + 16o (14 of whom were mounted).
 20 + 500 of whom 5 + 54 were on the sick
 list at Harfleur, ' Exch. Accts.,' 45 /I ;
 Hunter, 51.
 If Brook's list be tested by comparison with the roll of the
 sick (' K. R. Exch. Accts.,' 44 /30 (I), it will be found on the whole
 to contain few contradictions, as the sick and invalided had been
 certainly deducted from Babthorpe's roll, though even here we
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 are met with difficulties, e.g.: The names of the 7 lances in
 Lord De Roos' retinue, given by Brook, include I of the
 sick.
 24 in Lord Harington's include io of the sick
 22 ,, Sir Henry Huse's ,, 7 ,,
 20 ,, Lord Fitzhugh's ,, I
 9 ,, Thomas Chaucer's ,, 2
 29 ,, the Earl of Oxford's ,, 3 ,, viz. Wm.
 Sencler, Roger Eston and George Langham
 (called Laughton in Brook).
 7 ,, Sir William Phelip's include I of the sick,
 though one would have thought that all those scheduled as
 malade would have been sent home.
 But most formidable of all is the fact that many of the largest
 retinues are omitted from Brook's list altogether, of which the
 following are specimens :-
 Duke of Clarence. . . . 240 + 720
 Duke of York . . . . 100 + 300
 Earl of Dorset . . . Ioo + 300
 Earl of Arundel . . . Ioo + 300
 Earl of Salisbury . . . 40 + 80
 Edward Courtenay, kt., eldest
 son of the Earl of Devonshire . 30 + 90
 John Cornwall, esq . . . 30 + 90
 John Phelip, kt. . . . 30 + 90
 William Lord de Willoughby . 30 + 60
 Robert Lord de Willoughby, of
 Eresby. . . . . 30 + 60
 William Lord de la Zouche . 20 + 40
 Richard Scrope . . . 16 + 45
 Simon Felbrigge . . . 12 + 36
 James Harington, kt. . . 10 + 30
 John Dartas . . . . 10 + 30
 Thomas Dutton . . . 10 + 30
 John Fastolf . . . . 10 + 30
 Richard Arundell, kt. . . 0o + 30
 (not I + 30 as Nicolas)
 John Lord Clifford . . 30 + 90go
 Thomas Gray, kt. . . . 24 + 48
 Gilbert Umfraville, kt. . . 2o + go
 Roger Leche, kt. . 20 + 6o
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 John Blount, kt. . . . 20o + 6o
 Hugh Lord Bourchier. . . 20 + 40
 Robert Umfraville . . . 20 + 40
 John Clifford, esq. . . 20 + 40
 William Lord Clynton . . 20 + 40
 William Lord de Botreaux . 20 + 40
 Of individual names of persons who are certainly in the
 battle, but do not appear in Brook's list, the following may be
 taken as specimens:-
 John Craven and Simon Irby took prisoners in the battle
 (Baildon, iio) though they may not have been captains.
 Thomas Hostell proved to have been present in 'Orig. Lett.,
 Ser. II.,' i. 95.
 A striking fact about Brook's list is that the totals of his
 retinues, wherever he gives them, almost always show a consider-
 able decrease from the numbers specified in the indentures, which
 may, of course, possibly be due to leakage during the campaign.
 On the other hand 3 retinues show an actual rise, viz.:-
 John de Grey, kt., rises from 20 + 60o (in 45/5 (4) to 35 + 86
 William Harington, kt. ,,,,9 + 30 (ibid.) to 13 + 28
 Robert Babthorpe ,, ,, 5 + 15 (ibid. m. 6) to 6 + 18
 The following 24 retinues show a fall:-
 Duke of Gloucester from 200 + 6oo to 140 + 406
 Earl of March ,, 6o + 16o ,, 20 + 200
 Earl of Cambridge ,, 60o + 16o ,, 3 + 6
 Earl Marshal ,,50 + 150 ,, 34 + 80
 Earl of Suffolk ,, 40 + 120 ,; 16 + 71
 Earl of Oxford ,, 40 + Ioo ,, 30 + 79
 John Lord Harington ,, 30 + 90 ,, 26 + 83
 Henry Lord Scrope ,, 30 + 90 ,, 6 + 14
 Henry Lord Fitzhugh ,, 30 + 90 ,, 21 + 82
 Gilbert Lord Talbot ,, 30 + 90 ,, 21 + 55
 William Bourchier, kt. ,, 30 + 90 ,, 25 + 81
 Thomas Lord Camoys ,, 30 + 60 ,, 24 + 69 (sic)
 Earl of Huntingdon ,, 20 + 60 ,, 16 + 35
 Earl of Suffolk (the son) ,, 20 + 60 ,, 14 + 46
 Gerard Usflete, kt.2 ,, 20 + 60 ,, o + 33
 I From Exch. Accts., 45/15; 45/22 (39).
 2 Sic in Exch. Accts., 45/5.
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 Walter Hungerford, kt. from 20 + 60 ,, 17 + 55
 Thomas Erpingham, kt. ,, 20 + 60 ,, 15 + 47
 Thomas West, kt. ,, 20 + 6o ,, 15 + 40
 John Lord Maltravers ,, 20 + 40 ,, 10 + 34
 John Lord de Roos ,, 20 + 40 ,, 9 + 22
 Edmund Lord Ferrers 1 of
 Chartly ,, I2 + 36 ,, 6+ 9
 Roland Lenthall, kt. ,, 12 + 36 ,, 9 + 33
 Thomas Chaucer ,, 12 + 36 ,, Io + 37 (sic)
 William Phelip, kt.2 ,, Io + 30 ,, 8 + 29
 Richard Hastings, kt. ,, 8 + 28 ,, 4 + 8
 William Talbot, kt.3 ,, 4 + 12 ,, 4 + 6
 Brook's list includes several members of the King's house-
 hold, who were noncombatants, and I of whom was certainly not
 present at all, viz. John Fereby, Clerk of the Green Cloth, who
 was 'sick at the Castle of Meremont,' possibly Merework, near
 Maidstone, which at that time belonged to the Treasurer, the
 Earl of Arundel (Hasted, ii. 264). For 113 names of different
 officers of the King's Hostel see 'Exch. Accts.,' 45 /18, 8 of
 whom are clerks or sub-clerks of the larder, bakehouse, spicery,
 scullery, hall, cate' (? catery), saucery and avenery ; among the
 latter is James Meyndy, who is called Yeoman of the Napery in
 Nicolas, 388.
 The side notes in Brook's list are of great interest, but we
 can only occasionally trace their origin, e.g. 'which God assoile'
 against the name of Sir Nicholas Longford corresponds with
 q'est mort in 'Exch. Accts.,' 45/1; John Aungers, in Erping-
 ham's retinue, is mort a Caloys in Brook--mortuum apud Cales
 in 47/2o. On the other hand the side note against the name of
 John Fereby (ut sup.) finds no place in his muster-roll (47 /21)
 and Brook has occasionally PF a bataille against the names of
 persons who were killed before the battle.
 In conclusion we find that, in addition to the numbers in the
 retinue of Rowland Lenthall (ut sup.), Brook is quite correct
 in his lists of names in the following retinues, when compared
 with existing muster-rolls.
 William Phelip compared with 'Exch. Accts.,' 46 /16 both
 as to names and numbers.
 I Exch. Accts., 45/5.
 2 Exch. Accts., 45/5.
 3 L, T, R. Misc. Enrolled Accts,, 6/8.
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 Ralph Shirley (6 + 18; 'L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/I)
 compared with muster-roll (46/29; Yeatman, ii. 139) ; showing
 3 lances at battle (names correct in Brook); 3 (including
 Shirley) returned sick, October 5, 1415; and 12 archers at battle
 (nil in Brook); 6 returned sick, October 5, 1415.
 Thomas Strickland (2 + 6). Brook gives correct names by
 muster-roll (46128), but no archers.
 William Talbot, kt. (4 + 12), 3 at battle by muster-roll (46/25)
 + 7 archers (= 6 in Brook).
 Earl of Sufolk, the father (4o + 12o) = 16 at battle (46/24)
 right in Brook + 90 archers ( = 71 in Brook).
 Earl of Suffolk, the son (20 + 60) = 14 at battle (40/24) right
 in Brook + 50 or 85 or go ( = 46 in Brook).
 Robert Babthorpe (5 + 15) = 5 at battle (46/38) right in Brook,
 who adds the name of William Mason, which has been
 struck out in the muster-roll because exceeding the numbers
 in indenture, + 15 (= 18 in Brook, who includes 3 which
 have been struck out on the roll because in excess of
 indentured number).
 Thomas Chaucer 12 + 36 (47/29), but 9 + 37 on muster-roll,
 i.e. 2 have been deducted who died at Harfleur and seem-
 ingly Chaucer himself, who was invalided home and returned
 as dead. The names of the 9 lances at the battle correspond
 with those in Brook.
 William Kynwolmersch (3 + 9). Brook gives the names of the
 3 lances correctly as in 45 /18, but his 'Robert Myrfyn'
 appears as Robert M?yn in 'L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,'
 6 /3, jointly with William Balme, Clerk of the King's Kitchen,
 as capturing a French prisoner whose name they did not
 know but they sold (vendiderunt) him for ?io called Richard
 M'fyn in ' Exch. Accts.,' 47/1I where he brings 15 archers,
 jointly with Richard Anderlsby and others including 6 ultra
 retinentiam.
 John Styward's 3 lances (in 45 /18) are correctly given in Brook,
 except that 'Brekell' has been changed into 'Baker.'
 Thomas Percy. Of the 3 lances Brook gives 2 correctly, but he
 adds William Fayrchild, which is the top name on the list
 of archers in the muster-roll (45 /18).
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 John Waterton indentured for 8 + 24 (' Exch. Accts.,' 45/5 (7)),
 but 8 + 26 actually mustered at Southampton, July 13,
 1415 (44/30 (3)). Of these 2 + 7 fell sick at Harfleur
 (45/I) so that Brook is right in giving the number of
 the lances as 6, but the muster-roll (44/30 (3)) sup-
 plies many corrections in the spelling of their names.
 E.g., Wastnys should be Westnes; Bowchier, Powcher;
 Wychington, Whittington; Seyvill, Saywill, and Longesby,
 Lowngisby.
 Sir William de Legh indentured for 3 + 9, but he only claimed
 for I + 6 as present at the battle, he himself having returned
 invalided from Harfleur on October 26 with I + 3,' L. T. R.
 Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/3, but Brook's list gives himself
 and 3 lances as present in the battle, two of whose names
 are correctly given but I, viz. Richard Townley, does not
 appear in the muster-roll ('Exch. Accts.,' 44/30 (3)) on
 which II names are given.
 Sir John Cornwall indentured for 30 + 90 (' Exch. Accts.,' 45 /5
 (4)) but in Brook's list his name appears without any
 retinue at all.
 Adam de Whittington or Whitingham brought a retinue of
 3 archers, 'L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/I; his mus-
 ter-roll (46/17) shows that he died at the siege of Harfleur
 (qui moriebatur apud obsidionem villae de Hareflete), but he
 appears in Brook as present in the battle, as also does George
 Benet, the king's cordwainer, but we know from his muster-
 roll (45/15) that he returned to England from Harfleur;
 also Sir Ralph Shirley, but he was invalided home ove un
 paget from Harfleur by permission of the king, dated
 October 5 (s.a.) as appears from ' Exch. Accts.,' 45/14, with
 the royal seal attached, though there is no evidence of this
 in ' L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6/I.
 I obtained the following results from an examination of
 'L. T. R. Misc. Enrolled Accts.,' 6. It shows that 117 captains
 named therein claimed wages for their services in the campaign
 (viz. 3 dukes, 5 earls, 3 barons, 19 knights, 76 squires, II clerks,
 &c.), of whom 21 returned from Harfleur without proceeding
 further, leaving a total of (117-21) = 96 of them present, with
 their retinues, in the battle. But 49 of these do not appear in
 Brook (viz. 2 dukes, 3 barons, 9 knights, 30 squires and 5 clerks,
 &c.).
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